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Abstract. This paper presents GENA, a case-based reasoning system
capable of generating audio-visual narratives by drawing from previously
annotated content. Broadcast networks spend a large amount of resources
in covering many events and many different types of audiences. However,
it is not reasonable for them to cover smaller events or audiences, for
which the cost would be greater than the potential benefits. For that reason, it is interesting to design systems that could automatically generate
summaries, or personalized news shows for these smaller events or audiences. GENA was designed in collaboration with Televisió de Catalunya
(the public Catalan broadcaster) precisely to address this problem. This
paper describes GENA, and the techniques that were designed to address
the complexities of the problem of generating audio-visual narrative. We
also present an experimental evaluation in the domain of sports.

1

Introduction

Broadcast networks spend a large amount of resources in covering many events
such as soccer matches or Formula 1 races, and personalizing content for many
different types of audiences. In order to cover such events, editors spend lots
of hours performing repetitive tasks, such as annotating and selecting video
segments to create event reports. Additionally, broadcast networks also have to
create many specific reports and news shows for different regions, which include
local highlights amongst the general interest ones. The work presented in this
paper aims at automating some of those tasks, in order to bring down the cost,

and freeing editors from mechanical tasks, allowing them to focus in the more
creative ones.
The GENA (Generation of Audio-visual NArrative) system was designed in
collaboration with Televisió de Catalunya (TVC) (the public Catalan broadcast
network) precisely to address this problem. Specifically, GENA was designed to
generate different kinds of sport event summaries, and localized news shows,
although the experiments reported in this paper only cover the sports domains.
GENA generates an audio-visual narrative, which in this context means content
that can be broadcast through a TV channel, IPTV, or the web.
In order to address this problem GENA uses a CBR approach. TVC kindly
provided us with a collection of audio-visual narratives (soccer game summaries,
Formula 1 reports, news shows) generated by professional reporters, together
with the complete original assets from where the narratives were generated. Each
of these narratives was captured as a case. For example, in the case of soccer
summaries, a case consists of the complete original soccer game (complete audiovisual content plus metadata), a description of the type of summary desired for
the game, and the actual summary. Given a new request to generate a summary,
GENA retrieves similar cases of summaries generated by professional reporters,
and generates a new candidate summary ready to be directly broadcast.
In this paper, we present GENA, including the knowledge representation
used in order to capture audio-visual narratives, and the specific retrieval and
adaptation procedures used to deal with such complex data. From an application
point of view, GENA is a novel CBR solution to a real life problem. From a
theoretical point of view the main contributions of GENA are a new similarity
measure specially designed for narrative, which is a generalization of the Jaccard
similarity [9], and a new adaptation approach based on generating solutions that
exhibit similar statistical properties as the solutions in the retrieved cases.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in
detail the specific problem that GENA tries to address. Then, Section 3 describes
the GENA system, including retrieval and adaptation. Section 4 reports our
experimental results in the domains of Soccer, and Formula 1. Finally, Section
5 compares GENA with existing work in the literature.

2

Audio-visual Narrative Generation

The main goal behind GENA is to generate audio-visual narratives, like sport
summaries, or personalized news shows, from the existing data in the repositories
of a broadcast network, while requiring minimal additional manual intervention.
For that reason, in this section we will first describe the structure of the data
already available in the repositories of a broadcast network, and then formulate
the specific problem that GENA was designed to solve.
2.1

Available Data

Information in the repositories of Broadcast networks is stored as a series of
layers, some of them containing the original audio-visual form (videos of sport
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events, news clips, etc.), and some others contain annotations like keywords, natural language descriptions and other metadata in order to make the information
available when reporters need to look for it. When a reporter or an editor wants
to create, for example, a report on the best moments of a given sport event, they
query the repositories of information using the annotations (such as keywords)
to access the audio-visual information, and then they splice parts of the audiovisual content together in order to form a good summary. This is precisely the
task GENA is designed to perform.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the available information from which GENA
needs to generate audio-visual narratives. Specifically, we have applied GENA
to two different domains: sport events (soccer and Formula 1) and news shows,
but this paper only reports experiments concerning the sports domain. Figure 1
shows the structure of the information that TVC stores for sport events, as composed of two main parts: video and annotations. The current version of GENA is
not equipped with any video processing reasoning capabilities (although a video
processing module is being worked on). Thus, all the reasoning performed by
GENA is done at the level of the annotations.
In the case of sports, Figure 1 shows that the video of a sport event is
annotated with two main kinds of information: metadata and strata list. The
metadata contain general information such as the ID, title, date and keywords
of the video. The strata information is the most useful for GENA and consists of a
list of individual records, called strata (commonly also known as “Time Segment
Annotations”). Each of these strata contains a natural language description of a
fragment of video (specified by a start time, TCIN, and an end time, TCOUT).
For example, a typical stratum in the soccer domain could contain the sentence:
“Leo Messi scores a goal from midfield”, and correspond to some seconds of video
that capture the moment in which Leo Messi scored a goal. The list of strata
can be used by GENA and by the human editors to identify and search over
the information contained in the video. Moreover, the list of strata might not be
sorted, and strata can totally or partial overlap. For example, there might be a

stratum labelled “Replay of the best moments of the first half of the game”, and
each of those individual moments will be described by their respective strata.
Specifically, during the development of the GENA project, TVC provided
(only for the specific purposes of this project) 18 soccer games (from the 2009 2010 Spanish national league) and the whole set of Formula 1 races from the 2010
championship. In the soccer domain, TVC also made available all the different
summaries that had been generated from those games (long summaries, short
summaries, best goals, etc.). In the Formula 1 domain, we had general summaries
as well as summaries focused on specific drivers.
2.2

Problem Statement

The problem that GENA is designed to solve is the following: given the existing
data from sport events and news stories described in the previous section, is
it possible to create an artificial intelligence system that can generate different
types of sport summaries or personalized news shows automatically?
In order to address that problem, we decided to use a case-based reasoning
approach, and captured the available information in the form of cases. A case
in GENA captures an example of how did a human expert generate a summary
or a news show from a given original asset (from a soccer game, Formula 1 race,
etc.). Therefore, a case in GENA is composed of the following parts:
– Problem Description:
• Original asset: the original soccer game or Formula 1 race
• Generation parameters: what kind of narrative had to be generated from
the original asset (a summary, a report of a specific player/driver, a
summary for a specific audience, etc.).
– Solution:
The Generated narrative, represented as the subset of strata that were selected from the original asset, and the particular order in which they were
sequenced.
The generation parameters depend on the domain. For example, in soccer,
they consist of a “summary type” from the following list: long summary, short
summary, first part summary, second part summary, goals, and summary focused
on a specific player. In case the summary type is ”summary focused on a specific
player”, then there is a second parameter specifying which player to focus on.
Analogously, the Formula 1 domain has similar narrative types.
Moreover, notice that this case representation makes the assumption that human reporters and editors generate summaries or news shows by just selecting
and sequencing strata from the original assets. In reality, humans tend to sometimes trim the strata (remove some parts of it), or extend them (add additional
video footage not in the strata) in order to achieve desired effects. Since GENA
cannot reason about the content in the video, this part was left out as future
work. However, the strata granularity level is enough to generate interesting and
useful summaries, and news shows to be broadcast directly.
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Fig. 2. High-level view of the GENA narrative generation architecture.

GENA contains a case-base with 59 soccer cases (59 different summaries
generated from the 18 soccer games we had available), and 47 Formula 1 cases
(47 different summaries generated from 15 races).
Problems contain only two parts: an original asset, and the generation parameters. The goal of GENA upon receiving a problem is to generate a narrative
from the original asset constrained by the generation parameters. An example
problem would be:
– Original asset: soccer game “Barça - Mallorca (4-2)”.
– Generation parameters: “summary focused on a specific player”, “Leo Messi”
(meaning that GENA needs to generate a summary focusing on Leo Messi).
Upon receiving a problem, GENA would retrieve one or more cases containing
similar types of summaries from the soccer domain, and then generate a narrative
of the “Barça - Mallorca (4-2)” game in the same way as the narrative was
generated in the retrieved case. The next section describes the retrieval and
adaptation techniques we designed for the GENA system.

3

GENA

Figure 2 shows a high level overview of the GENA system architecture, with its
three main components: elaboration, retrieval and adaptation. The role of the
elaboration module is to 1) process the data in the broadcast network repositories
(TVC repositories) and turn them into cases and additional domain knowledge
(such as ontologies for the different domains), and 2) process problems coming
from the user so GENA can work with them (e.g. perform any kind of natural
language analysis needed). Once problems have been elaborated, the retrieval
module retrieves one or several cases that are relevant to the problem at hand

by combining several similarity measures. Finally, the adaptation module reuses
the solution(s) in the retrieved cases to generate the desired narrative (e.g. a
summary of a soccer game). We have implemented three different adaptation
modules of increasing complexity, which will be compared in Section 4.
The following subsections describe each one of these three modules in detail.
3.1

Elaboration

GENA contains two main explicit knowledge containers: the case-base and the
domain knowledge repository. The former is a plain list of cases, and the second one contains a collection of ontologies for the different domains GENA can
deal with. In particular, in the version reported in this paper, GENA has three
ontologies: a generic one, one for soccer, and one for Formula 1.
The elaboration module preprocesses the data coming into GENA to feed
these two knowledge containers, and so that retrieval and adaptation can be
performer effectively. Therefore, the elaboration module has two main goals:
– Transform all the available knowledge into a unified representation so GENA
can reason about it (domain knowledge). This goal is mainly achieved by the
domain knowledge crawlers in GENA.
– Transform all the suitable available knowledge into episodic knowledge (problems and cases). In order to achieve this goal, the most complex process is to
perform natural language processing in the strata descriptions of the assets.
Given that the data available in the broadcast network repositories was
through for human consumption, rather than for being used by an artificial intelligence system, there are no formal domain ontologies available for GENA to use.
However, there are glossaries of terms and thesauri used by the documentarists
in the network to classify all the assets, containing thousands of terms in a semistructured way. The first domain knowledge crawler in GENA contrasts these
lists of terms with the words appearing in the natural language description of
the strata in the available assets. Those terms appearing with enough frequency
in the assets, are terms that are likely to be useful to GENA. Thus, the crawler
compiles a list of the useful terms for each of the three domains GENA was applied to. Specifically, the resulting ontologies for Soccer and Formula 1 contain
390 and 85 unique (i.e. non synonymous) concepts respectively.
In order to organize the set of terms obtained by the previous crawler, we
defined a generic ontology with the basic concepts of narrative (story, discourse,
existents, events, actions, happenings, characters and props) as identified by
Chatman [2], and later semi-automatically classified all the terms obtained by
the first crawler into the concepts of this generic ontology.
A final crawler mined information about the different teams, soccer players,
Formula 1 drivers, cities, countries, politicians, etc. available in the different data
repositories of TVC in order to populate the resulting ontologies.
Once the knowledge crawlers have populated all the ontologies in GENA, the
next step in the elaboration process is to process the soccer games, Formula 1
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the BoW and BoC generation for the description of a stratum.

races and news shows available in order to create cases. The most complex part
of this process is to turn the natural language descriptions in the strata into
some computer-understandable representation that GENA can reason with. In
particular, we opted for a bag-of-concepts (BOC) [11] representation.
Given a predefined dictionary of words, the standard bag-of-words (BOW) [4]
representation, represents a stratum as a vector with one position per word in the
dictionary. Each position is 1 or 0 depending on whether the corresponding word
appears in the stratum or not. A bag-of-concepts representation extends this
representation in a simple but significant way: rather than having a dictionary of
words, the dictionary contains concepts organized in an is-a hierarchy. If a given
concept c appears in a stratum, then, not only c, but all the super-concepts of c
are also added to the bag-of-concepts. This is illustrated in Figure 3, where the
bag-of-words and bag-of-concepts for a stratum with the description “Leo Messi
scores a goal from midfield” using a small dictionary are shown.
We used the FreeLing [7] natural language parser to analyze the natural
language text from each stratum. We then cross the result of the analysis with the
available ontologies in order to determine which of the concepts in the ontologies
of GENA is present in each stratum, and build the bag-of-concepts of each
stratum. Once the BOC of each stratum in the cases is generated, they are
added to the case-base of GENA.
Each time a new problem arrives, the same natural language analysis is
performed, before GENA attempts to solve the problem.
3.2

Retrieval

Retrieval in GENA works as a 2 step process: In the first filtering process, a
subset of candidate cases of the case-base is selected as those cases that belong
to the appropriate domain (soccer, Formula 1 or news) are annotated with the
same generation parameters as the problem (e.g. same kind of summary). Then,
in a second step, GENA follows a standard k-nearest neighbor algorithm using
a specially designed similarity measure to retrieve the k most similar cases to
the problem at hand. This section focuses on the similarity measure used for the
second step of the retrieval process.

The most basic similarity measure used in GENA is similarity between two
strata, for which we experimented with several options. In the experiments reported in this paper, we defined the similarity between two strata, a and b as
the cosine similarity between their two bag-of-concepts, BOC(a), and BOC(b):
Scos (a, b) = cos(θ) =

BOC(a) · BOC(b)
|BOC(a)||BOC(b)|

For example, consider the two strata: a = “Leo Messi scores a goal from
midfield” and b = “Messi scores a goal”. We compute their bag-of-concepts using
the dictionary shown in Figure 3, and we obtain BOC(a) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0),
BOC(b) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0). Their cosine similarity is:

Scos (a, b) =

4
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) · (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
= √ √ = 0.816
|(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)||(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)|
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GENA can use the strata similarity to assess similarity between complete
narratives (e.g. between soccer matches, F1 races, etc.). Since the problem of
comparing complete narratives is very complex, GENA uses two simplification
assumptions in order to make case retrieval feasible: a) narratives can be represented as sets of strata, b) an approximation of the similarity measure will be
computed, rather than the exact measure.
The first assumption is that narratives can be represented as sets of strata,
i.e. GENA ignores the order in which the strata are sequenced in a narrative
for the purposes of case retrieval (since order is important in the formation of
narratives, the order is indeed taken into account during adaptation, but not
during retrieval). Similarity between sets of elements can be approximated using
the Jaccard similarity [9], which estimates the similarity between two sets A and
B as follows:
SJaccard (A, B) =

|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B|

The Jaccard similarity returns 1 when the two sets are identical, and 0 when
they are disjoint. In general, the larger the intersection, the higher the similarity.
Moreover, in the case of GENA, each strata is practically unique4 , and thus, the
intersection between the sets of strata of two narratives is likely to be empty.
For that reason, we defined a generalization of the Jaccard similarity, as follows
(assuming |A| < |B|):
P
a∈A Scos (a, m(a))
P
SGJ (A, B) = max
m∈M |A| + |B| −
a∈A Scos (a, m(a))
Intuitively, this new measure works as follows. Assume m is an injective
mapping from the elements in A to the elements in B, so that if a ∈ A then
4

Journalists annotate events in natural language plus some common tags, it is very
unlikely that two strata have exactly the same tags and natural language annotation.

m(a) ∈ B. The numerator is the sum of similarities of the elements in A with
their corresponding elements in B (which is an approximation of their intersection), and the denominator is just the sum of elements from A and B minus
the approximation of their intersection. In this way, the numerator is bounded
between 0 and |A|, and the denominator between |B| and |A| + |B|, since we
assumed that |A| ≤ |B|, the similarity is always in the interval [0, 1]. Moreover,
the more similar the strata in A to their corresponding strata in B, the higher
the similarity. The final step is to select the mapping m that maximizes this
similarity from the set M of all possible injective mappings from A to B.
It is easy to prove that if the strata similarity metric used is the identity
function, the previous measure corresponds exactly to the Jaccard similarity, and
thus, the proposed measure is a generalization of it. Moreover, since computing
all the possible mappings is an expensive operation, we will only approximate it
by the following measure:
P
SSGJ (A, B) =

maxb∈B Scos (a, b)
P
a∈A maxb∈B Scos (a, b)

a∈A

|A| + |B| −

This measure has a polynomial time complexity and is the one used for case
retrieval in GENA.
Finally, using the previously defined narrative similarity measure, GENA
defines the similarity between a problem and a case as follows. A problem defines
an original asset from which we want to generate a narrative, and a case contains
both an asset and a generated narrative. Thus, there are two similarities that
can be assessed:
1. The similarity between the asset in the problem and the original asset in the
case: which gives as a measure of how similar was the problem solved in the
case to the problem at hand.
2. The similarity between the asset in the problem and the generated narrative
in the case: which gives us a measure of how similar are the strata that were
selected to form the target narrative in the case to the ones in the problem
at hand. In other words, this gives us a measure of how easy would it be to
generate a target narrative similar to the one in the case using the strata in
the problem at hand, i.e. this is a measure of adaptability.
Following ideas from adaptation-guided retrieval [12], GENA combines the
previous two similarities to obtain a final score for each case. Thus, given a
problem with original asset A, and a case with an original asset C and generated
narrative G, the score the GENA assigns to each case is defined as:
S(A, (C, G) = α × SSGJ (A, C) + (1 − α) × SSGJ (A, G)
where α is a constant that can take values in the interval [0, 1].
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3.3

Adaptation

GENA implements three different adaptation modules, of increasing complexity:
the low-level adaptation (LLA) module, the ranking adaptation (RA) module,
and the structural adaptation (SA) module. Let us describe each one of them in
detail.
The low-level adaptation module, or LLA, adapts the solution from a single
retrieved case in the following way. The solution in a case is an ordered list of
strata: [s1 , ..., sn ]. Now, let us call m(si ) = a to the most similar stratum a in the
problem at hand to the strata si . The solution generated by the LLA module is:
[m(s1 ), ..., m(sn )]. In other words, the LLA generates a solution for the problem
at hand, by taking the solution in the retrieved case and replacing each strata
by the most similar one in the problem at hand. This idea is illustrated in Figure
4, where it can be see that the LLA just needs to compute a similarity matrix
with the similarities between all the strata in the solution in the retrieved case
and all the strata in the problem at hand.
The ranking adaptation module, or RA, performs a similar process to the
LLA, but considering a set of k retrieved cases, rather than a single retrieved
case. Given a set of cases C1 , ..., Ck , the RA proceeds as follows:
1. Let S1 , ..., Sk be the solutions that the LLA would generate from each of the
cases in C1 , ..., Ck respectively.
2. Let the score of a stratum score(a) = |{S ∈ S1 , ..., Sk |a ∈ S}| be the number
of solutions from S1 , ..., Sk in which a given strata a from the problem at
hand appears.
3. The RA computes N as the average size of S1 , ..., Sk (in number of strata),
and selects the N strata from the problem at hand that have highest score.
4. The set of N strata selected in the previous step are ordered according to
their average positions in S1 , ..., Sk in order to form the final solution S.
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!

Fig. 5. Illustration of the the temporal distribution statistical indicator computed by
the TDC module for the two concepts overtaking and start in the Formula 1 domain.
The vertical axis represents probability of a stratum with the concept to appear, and
the horizontal axis represents time.

The advantage of the RA module is that it is less brittle than the LLA to
exceptional events, or to problems that require parts from more than one case.
If the problem has some exceptional event, it is unlikely that the retrieved case
contains it, but more likely that at least one case in the ranking has it.
Finally, the structural adaptation module, or SA, is the most complex of the
adaptation modules in GENA and consists of three main processes (for the sake
of space, we only provide a high-level view of this module):
1. A Term Relevance module assesses a relevance factor (a real number in the
interval [0, 1]) for each concept in the ontology, by measuring how important
is the fact that a given concept appears in a stratum for the strata to be
selected as part of the solution of the cases with the same generation parameters as the problem at hand. For example, soccer concepts such as goal
have a high relevance, whereas terms, like midfield are not very relevant.
2. A Target Distribution Computation (TDC) module, computes, for each concept in the ontology, a collection of statistical indicators that all cases with
the given generation parameters satisfy. In particular, for each concept, it
computes three indicators: percentage of all the strata with the concept that
appear in the solution, percentage of all the strata not belonging to a replay
and with the concept that appear in the solution, and temporal distribution of strata in the solution with a given concept. This last indicator is
illustrated in Figure 5, where we can see the distribution of strata containing two given concepts in summaries of Formula 1 races. In this example,
we can see that the indicator represents that in Formula 1 summaries, it is
more common to have the strata that talk about the start of the race at the
beginning, and that immediately after we should have strata that talk about
overtaking moves.
3. Finally, the SA module generates a solution as follows: it generates an initial
solution by using LLA or RA. Then, using a hill-climbing search process, it

modifies this solution by adding/removing/reordering strata trying to maximize the fit of the solution to the statistical indicators computed by the
TDC module. When the solution cannot be transformed in any further way
to improve the fit to the statistical indicators, it is returned to the user.
The advantages of the structural adaptation approach over the low-level or
ranking adaptation approaches can be seen with this simple example. Imagine
that a user asks GENA to generate the summary of a soccer game that had 5
goals. Imagine GENA retrieves a case that contained only 3 goals. Since goals in
summaries are only shown once, the solution generated by the low-level adaptation will only contain three strata with goals, and will not show all 5 goals
in the problem at hand. However, the structural adaptation module would realize (through the statistical indicators) that all the strata marked as goal in the
original asset were selected for the solution. Therefore, it will include all 5 goals
from the problem at hand in the final solution.

4

Experimental Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of GENA we performed a leave-one-out
evaluation in two domains: Soccer and Formula 1. The case-bases used for the
two domains had 59 and 47 cases respectively. Different cases contain different
types of generation parameters (whole game summaries, summaries of the first
part, reports of the performance of a specific player or driver, etc.). For each
case in the leave-one-out evaluation, we asked GENA to generate a narrative
and compared it against the narrative contained in the case, that had been
authored by a professional editor or journalist.
In order to compare the output of GENA with the human-generated narrative, we used the following metrics:
– The Jaccard similarity, as described in Section 3.2, which measures the proportion of strata that GENA selected that were also selected by the human
professional.
– Since the Jaccard similarity penalizes severely the fact that GENA might not
select the exact strata the expert did, but one that is very similar, we also
used the proposed generalization of the Jaccard similarity SSGJ , as described
in Section 3.2, which measures how similar are the strata selected by GENA
to those selected by the human professional.
– A measure of whether GENA sequences the strata in the same order as the
human does, defined as:
P
P
0
a∈C
b∈(C\a) o(a, b, S, S )
0
O(S, S ) =
|C|(|C| − 1)
where C = S ∩ S 0 , and o(a, b, S, S 0 ) = 1 when a and b appear in the same
order in S and S 0 (i.e. if a appears before b in S, they also must appear in
that order in S 0 , regardless of any other strata that can be in between them),
and 0 otherwise.

Table 1. Experimental results in the soccer domain. All measures are normalized
between 0 and 1, and higher is better.
α=1
α=0
Adaptation
SJaccard SSGJ O SJaccard SSGJ O
Low-Level Adaptation 0.105 0.860 0.480 0.067 0.846 0.382
Ranking Adaptation
0.157 0.935 0.467 0.155 0.932 0.455
Structural Adaptation 0.147 0.906 0.550 0.143 0.896 0.541
Table 2. Experimental results in the Formula 1 domain. All measures are normalized
between 0 and 1, and higher is better.
α=1
α=0
Adaptation
SJaccard SSGJ O SJaccard SSGJ O
Low-Level Adaptation 0.107 0.883 0.233 0.079 0.884 0.175
Ranking Adaptation
0.197 0.947 0.404 0.198 0.949 0.355
Structural Adaptation 0.145 0.913 0.420 0.140 0.899 0.343

Moreover, we report results with α = 1 (the retrieval module only considers
the similarity between the problem at hand and the original asset in the case)
and with α = 0 (the retrieval module only considers the similarity between the
problem at hand and the generated narrative in the case), experiments with
intermediate values of the α parameter are part of our future work.
Tables 1 and 2 show the results for Soccer and Formula 1 respectively. Considering soccer, the first thing we observe is that the Jaccard similarity severely
penalizes GENA for not selecting exactly the same strata that the expert selected. However, as SSGJ shows, the strata selected by GENA are very similar
to the ones selected by the human expert. For example, with α = 1, the average
similarity between the strata of the output of GENA and those of the narrative
by the human expert is 0.935 using the ranking adaptation method. Thus, we
can conclude that GENA selects strata that are very similar to those selected
by a human expert. Considering the order in which GENA sequences the strata,
we see that the O measure varies from 0.382 using low-level adaptation and
α = 0 and up to 0.550 with structural adaptation and α = 1. This means that
about half of the strata are ordered in the same way as those generated by the
human expert. We can also see that the choice of the adaptation procedure has
a very strong impact in all measures, with both ranking adaptation and structural adaptation obtaining better results than the low-level adaptation measure.
Concerning Formula 1, Table 2 shows similar trends as for soccer.
In summary, GENA can generate narratives that contain strata that are very
similar to those generated by human experts. The order of the strata is highly
improved by the complex adaptation procedures used in GENA, but improving
it even further is part of our future work. Additionally, an evaluation of the
output of GENA by human experts, manually inspecting each answer produced
by GENA is also ongoing.

5

Related Work

Three areas of work are relevant for the work presented in this paper: narrative
generation, textual CBR and AI applications to sports and news domains.
CBR approaches to narrative generation date back to the Minstrel system
[13]. Minstrel generated King Arthur styled narratives by retrieving and adapting
past story snippets. A key difference between Minstrel and GENA is that Minstrel’s goal was to generate original and creative narratives, whereas in GENA,
the goal is to generate summaries, or personalized news. Therefore, the content
in narratives generated by GENA is selected from an original asset, while in
Minstrel it is generated by adapting the stories form the retrieved cases. Similar
to Minstrel, other more recent work like Mexica [8] and Riu [6] also use CBR to
generate narratives, but none of them focus on generating narratives by selecting
and sequencing content from an original asset, as GENA does.
GENA’s case retrieval mechanism is related to work on textual CBR [3],
where typically, the goal is to retrieve textual documents from a case-base that
are relevant or similar to a given query document. This has been explored in
depth in the CBR community; representative examples are the CR2N [1] system
for identification of reusable pieces of text, and the work on the jCOLIBRI
system [10] for generic textual case retrieval.
Finally, there is a recent interest in artificial intelligence applications to generate sport event reports or personalized news. For example, the News at Seven
[5] system generates personalized news given a set of user preferences. The main
difference between GENA and News at Seven, is that GENA generates content
exclusively based on the input audio-visual asset in the problem at hand, while
News at Seven starts with a set of preferences and crawls the Internet for relevant material. For example, News at Seven would not be capable of performing
GENA’s task of, given a Formula 1 race, generate a summary of the race with
the best moments sequenced in the appropriate way.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented GENA, a case-based reasoning system capable of generating audio-visual narratives by drawing from previously annotated content
generated by human experts. We described a new similarity measure for narratives composed of lists of strata and a collection of adaptation procedures
to adapt narratives. GENA was evaluated in two different domains: soccer and
Formula 1, demonstrating the generality of the approach.
Our experimental results show that GENA succeeds in generating narratives
that are similar to those generated by human experts in that they contain strata
that are very similar. However, there is still room for improvement in the order
in which these strata are sequenced by GENA. For example, GENA currently
doesn’t fully exploit semantic relations between entities and actions.
As part of our future work, we are currently applying GENA to the news
shows domain, where the main challenge is a very large vocabulary and the

requirement of better natural language processing. Additionally, we are also
exploring new forms of adaptation that help GENA in generating narratives
that resemble even more closely those generated by humans. As part of our
ongoing work, we plan to give the output of GENA to human experts in order
to have their subjective impression on the quality of the generated narratives.
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